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ritual



ECSTATIC DANCE 
NEW-YEAR

  SAHARA DESERT,
MOROCCO

 



We invite you to a mystical
experience in the Sahara desert,

through Dance, Sound and Ritual.
 

 5 nights, 6 days cultural immersion in
the heart of Morocco.

 
 Welcoming 2023.

 



Evenings of Ritual Art at sunset
and under the Stars
Ritual Rebirth in the Sands
Ecstatic Silent Dance, intimate
experience with sound
Magical Awakenings, Yoga &
movement
 Desert Alchemical Breath, Breath
of Fire
Spaces of Silence, awaken the
sound from the Heart



The journey:



Arrival on the 28th in Marrakech.

We suggest arriving before 4pm to
catch our transport that will take us to
our Kasbah-accommodation for our
first night in the Todra Gorges. 

Todra is an intermediate point
between Marrakech and Merzouga
Desert.

Link hotel images (www.tinyurl.com/yc4pde4w).

28th December



Our stay in the desert is an
experience designed to
contemplate its beauty that
awakens a spiritual force and
returns us to the essentials. 

We will be having an intimate
sound experience with the ecstatic
silent experience, sound journeys,
live set.
 

29,30,31 
Merzouga Desert

 



On the night of the 30th we make
the journey to the Camel-Trek
dunes, it will be a night of dance,
fire and ecstatic dance.

Merzouga Desert
 



Sunsets in the desert are an
invitation to contemplate the stars
and experience a full sensation of
joy and freedom through the
symbol of the Sound, the Purity of
Silence and your Dance.



The Desert connects us with the
fertile void, stillness, silence, with
the fire element, shakti energy, the
retreat is designed to enter a space
of dying, go inward, to be able to
be reborn more in Essence through
medicine of sound, dance and the
wild nature of the Sahara desert.



Before the 4th of December:

*1 PAX €888/person

*2 PAX €777/person

After the 4th of December:

*1 PAX €1.111/person

 

INVESTMENT 
 



Accommodation, private
transportation, local
accompaniment, yoga activities,
ceremonies, ritual art evenings,
Camel-Trek, Ecstatic Silent Dance
Sessions, Sound Journeys.

Includes breakfasts in the lodgings,
and full board in the desert

INCLUDES: 
 



flights, airport transfer taxi.

NOT INCLUDED: 
 



Please, reserve a place in the
Retreat with the number and time
of arrival and departure of your
flight to Marrakech and from
Marrakech on your return. 

Arrive in Marrakech on the 28th
before 4pm.
It is necessary to have Travel
Insurance.
 

MANDATORY:



WELCOME! 
 














